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FIELD TRIP REPORT SEPTEMBER 2017
QUANDONG SURVEY
Peter Wilson

Purpose of Trip.
To undertake a survey to the 200 Quandong trees nominated by Brett Backhouse
DEWNR.
The survey endeavoured to determine the extent of damage cause to the trees by
Camels and gather other relevant information, using the methodology established
by Harold Ehmann. The data gathered was recorded on a cyber tracking system
and down loaded on to the DEWNR data base on our return to Ceduna.
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The intrepid members of the team where:
Lynton & Karen Huxley, David & Erica Tomkins, Jan Forrest and Peter Wilson
(trip leader and logistics officer).
After travelling from Adelaide we met on Sunday 3 September at the Foreshore
Hotel Ceduna for dinner and to discuss the relevant information relating to the
trip. The next morning we met Brett Backhouse to be trained on the use of the
Cyber tracking equipment and collect the Sat phone and eperb. Regrettably David
who wasn’t feeling the best due to battling the dreaded flu decided that he and
Erica would stay in Ceduna an extra day and catch up with us at the proposed
campsite on BRM 6 (Rodina Rd).
At 11 am we headed north through Ooldea and camped at the intersection of
the Oak Valley and Maralinga Rd. The next day we travelled to Oak valley to
refuel and a chance to meet Oak Valley staff. Then we set off for our first camp
site on the BRM 6 Rd. After we establish camp Jeff Rishworth, Harald Ehmann,
Manfred and Anne Justaitis arrived to discuss the handover of the Drone on the
Thursday, by which time David and Erica arrived after travelling from Ceduna in
one day.
On the follow morning we all set off to commence the survey of the first 70
trees located on BRM 6 Rd all of which were within approx. 100 m of the Rd.
Although finding the first tree was not difficult as each tree had a GPS coordinate,
we soon encountered difficulty in identifying the first 7 trees as the GPS kept
Continued page 2
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President: Jan Forrest OAM president@fgvd.org.au
Vice President: Peter Wilson
Secretary: Neil Matthews OAM secretary@fgvd.org.au
Treasurer: Peter Facy treasurer@fgvd.org.au
Membership fees are $25 annually, due on 1st January each year.
Newsletter Editor: Jan Forrest OAM janforrest02@gmail.com Articles may be posted to Editor,
Friends of the Great Victoria Desert, C/- South Australian Museum, North Terrace, ADELAIDE, 5000
Meetings: three meetings are held annually in Sports SA Industry Skills Centre on Military Rd at West
Beach (across the road from the West Beach Caravan park)
Webmaster: C/- secretary@fgvd.org.au
Field Trip Logistics: vacant
Our book: ‘Field Guide to Shrubs and Trees of the Great Victoria Desert’ may be obtained from Peter Facy
see email address above.
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This year we undertook three field trips. The first, reported in Newsletter 48 was lead by Peter
Facy and continued the work started over ten years ago to photograph existing photo points in the
MT Lands. This year the team ventured from Maralinga north on the Emu Road to the Ann Beadell
Highway then back to Adelaide via Coober Pedy. This was the first time the new Mavic drone was used
and Margie Mead and I had a lot of fun learning how to use it and photographic vegetation sites from
the air. We developed a protocol for this and our work was revised by Manfred Jusiatis and Harald
Ehmann on their trip in September. See report later in this newsletter.
The second trip lead by Geoff Rishworth and supported by Harald Ehmann (science) was held during
August in the MT Lands. Again the drone was an interesting project and Manfred became very proficient at flying it and
he, along with Harald developed further protocols for standardising photographing vegetation plots and other aspects.
Haralds comprehensive report is on the website and a summary contained in this newsletter.
The aim of the last trip held in the first two weeks of September lead by Peter Wilson was: To undertake a survey of the
200 Quandong trees nominated by Brett Backhouse DEWNR to assess them for damage created by camels. This was
an interesting project. We used mobile phones with the program ‘cybertracker’ installed and followed the instructions
provided. This ensures that the data recorded is standardised and the resultant photo at the end means a picture of
damage to individual trees can be recorded over time. Peter’s report is contained in this newsletter.
I would like to record with appreciation the support received from the MT Lands council in allowing us to access the Emu
Road in May and the MT Lands during the August and September trips.
Thanks go to Brett Backhouse for his support as well as our Ceduna liaison Pia Richter and Bruce McPerson at DEWNR for
his guidance. We also appreciate greatly funding assistance for fuel and permit expenses.
The executive group is now seeking expressions of interest for 2018 trips. Geoff and Harald have already indicated an
interest in continuing various projects this year and Peter Wilson is available to lead a second ‘quandong trip’. Plans need
to be in place by mid March so that the relevant permits etc. can be obtained. If you would like to put forward a project
proposal to be conducted as a separate trip or in conjunction with existing trips please contact myself, Neil or Peter
Wilson or Peter Facy.
Best wishes to all.

taking us back to tree 1. This issue also occurred for the
trees 9- 12 and trees 50-55. However, from then on the trees
were located in proximity to the GPS coordinate provided.
On returning to camp Erica and David cook a superb lamb
roast, which was enjoyed by all. However, we had difficulty
in reviewing the day’s work as the system only records the
day and the time the information was entered and not the
tree assigned number nor the photo of the tree. A couple
of days later we discovered that the photos were filed in
the App “Gallery” but once again did not give its assigned
number. Due to these issues and the initial problems of
identifying trees we undertook the following procedure for

the remainder of the trees.
1. Each tree was labelled with an orange tape with the
number of the tree on it.
2. An independent GPS coordinate was recorded for each
tree which will be retained by Jan Forrest for future
surveys.
3. The information was recorded on 2 devises to safe
guard against system malfunction.
On the next day Thursday 7 Sept the survey was completed
for the trees on the BRM 6. That afternoon Jeff and
Manfred & Anne joined us for dinner and handed over the
Drone.
Continued page 3
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The following day we moved camp to the Voakes Hill Rd to
commence the survey on the remaining 130 trees while Jeff,
Manfred and Anne headed for home.
As most of the issues with the survey had been sorted out
and the process refined to a fine art, the remainder of the
survey was completed in two and a half days. However, as
the temperature for the last couple of days had increased to
38c with a strong westerly wind the decision was taken to
head for home two days early.
The survey was very successful and it is recommended
that the FOGVD continue to undertake this event if agreed
to by DEWNR staff. The trees in general were reasonable
condition, some were untouched with ripe fruit while others
had been decimated by Camels and will be lucky to survive
until next year.
As Brett Backhouse was not in the office when we returned
the equipment a subsequent phone call has been held
with him re the issues outlined. This has resulted in the
following.
1. The Quandong trees survey will continue on a yearly
basis
2. All trees to be surveyed will be marked by a star picket
with an aluminium tag. by the DEWNR before next
year.
3. The DEWNR will endeavour to modify the Cyber
tracking system to rectify the issues highlighted.
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Australian Magpie
Tawny Frogmouth (heard)			
Australian Raven
Australian Pipit
Rufous Treecreeper					
Zebra Finch
White-winged Fairy-wren				
White-backed Swallow
Weebill						
Brown Songlark					
Southern Whiteface
Spiny-cheeked Honeyeater				
Yellow-throated Miner					
Crimson Chat
Orange Chat
Hooded Robin
Red-capped Robin
Jacky Winter
White-browed Babbler
Peter Wilson
Trip Leader and Logistics

Bird watching
As usual our dedicated bird watching team took every
opportunity to hunt down their quarry. But sadly not a long
tail parrot to be seen. Even though we drove along the
Rodina Airport Rd in search of the elusive bird. Although in
my opinion no self-respecting bird would be out and about
at 2pm on a hot and windy day, but the drive was enjoyable
and the bush looked to be in good condition.
Lynton Huxley has advised the following birds were
sighted.
Stubble Quail				
Chiming Wedgebill			
Little Eagle				
Crested Bellbird		
Wedge-tailed Eagle			
Rufous Whistler			
Nankeen Kestrel				
Brown Falcon				
Grey Shrikethrush (top photo)
Singing Honeyeater		
Grey-fronted Honeyeater (middle
photo)				
White-fronted Honeyeater
Red-backed Kingfisher (bottom photo)
Little Button Quail			
Willie Wagtail
Banded Lapwing (Ooldea crossing)		
Black-faced Cuckoo-shrike		
Cockatiel				
Masked Woodswallow		
Galah					
Black-faced Woodswallow
Australian Ringneck			
Mulga Parrot				
Grey Butcherbird			
Budgerigar				
Horsfield’s Bronze Cuckoo (heard)
Photos: Lynton Huxley

Photos: Top Thorny Devil, Lynton Huxley; Top right Dragon Lzard, David
Tonkin; Below: On the job, Jan Forrest; Snake, Lynton Huxley and group
by the fire Jan Forrest.
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Maralinga Tjarutja field work - overview
ground images by Harald Ehmann, with drone images Manfred Jusaitis

The 28th August to 10th September 2017 trip was lead by Geoff
Rishworth, with members Harald Ehmann (Scientific leader) and
Anne and Manfred Jusaitis.
Harald has provided two reports. The first details findings and
highlights of the trip and the second a is a report on the use of a
Mavic Pro drone for mapping, monitoring and imaging distinctive
plants and habitats, and the development of an imaging protocol.
These two reports are available to members on our fgvd website.

to the past ground-based images as well as video. This
combination greatly increases the data capture at a
site. Standardised flights and heights provide for future
repeatability and objective comparisons.
A proficient site and drone setup and all imaging takes about
two hours with a team of four: pilot and co-pilot as one pair
and the other two setting up the photopoint and surveyors
tape and assisting.
Our first application of the drone was to determine the extent
of a newly discovered (the previous evening) patch of Wyola
Mallee that is 1.1km E of the Cross Roads (Cook-Vokes Hill
and Business Road start) and about 100m to the north of the
Oak Valley Road.
The second application was to determine from the air the
extent of the historic and first-found Wyola Mallee patch (the
type locality) that is 2.2km E of the Cross Roads.

The group: Geoff Rishworth, Anne and Manfred Jusaitis and Harald
Ehmann taken from the drone.

The following are exerpts from Harald Ehmann’s report.

At the same time we sought to evaluate the effectiveness of
the drone for remotely assessing the impact of the 2015 fire
that burnt through the western half of this patch. We found
that it was useful to place a 100m tape straight through the
habitat that passed close by features and plants that we were
interested in. For example a burnt area with a fire scar edge

Oak Valley Community engagement and thanks
During the course of the field work there were three visits to Oak
Valley which involved consultative and enabling discussions with
Elders, Community members and Oak Valley staff. Unfortunately
no Community members were able to join us in the field as most
were away involved in other significant business, in particular at
Tjunjtunjara.
Near the end of the trip a show-and-tell of some of the plants,
invertebrates and drone photographs and video to the Oak Valley
Community in the Arts Centre was well-received by Community
members, school students and staff, and community staff.
We particularly thank the Oak Valley Elders and Community
members for your permission, generosity and guidance in
accessing your wonderful Maralinga Tjarutja. We hope to
work with you again in the future and to further develop good
relationships.
Trip base camp
This year we had a single camp because it was central to the
significant work areas of recently burnt country, namely burns in
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016.
Findings and highlights
Drone use for finding, mapping, monitoring and imaging
distinctive plants and habitats
Our use of the drone evolved over about 10 days. From tentative
steps we ultimately developed a classic photopoint and drone
imaging protocol for vegetation monitoring (detailed in a separate
report on the fgvd website) that we applied at 8 sites, 4 of which
had been previously imaged as ground-based photopoints. The
protocol includes drone images that are in practice comparable

zone and the unburnt area beyond, AND importantly, to
provide a reference line for flying and imaging.
We then applied our experience to evaluate the extent of
the second-found Wyola Mallee patch (by Friends of the
Great Victoria Desert members) along the Rig Road. We
also determined the best heights and gimbal angles to obtain
imagery that provided sufficient resolution for the purpose.
Wipu Wara (Long-tailed or Princess Parrots)
No Wipu Wara were seen in 2017 despite thorough searches
in many suitable areas with potential nesting hollows and
potential feeding sites. Many Scarlet-chested Parrots were
seen in small groups of between 2 and 5 birds. It was
possible that we were there too early this year for Wipu Wara
as temperatures throughout this trip were much cooler than in
2014 and 2015 when we did see many Wipu Wara.
Itjari-itjari (Marsupial Mole)
We dug four trenches near our camp and found the
characteristic traces of back-filled mole tunnels in all of the
trenches. Three of the trenches were on the mid to upper
dune flank on the south-facing side: these all had between

4
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4 and 8 old (12+ months)
tunnel intercepts. One of the
trenches was almost on the
swale in sandy soil about
0.5m deep over harder soil
with many limestone nodules
and lumps above harder
massive travertine adjacent
to a She-oak tree: this trench
only had one old tunnel
intercept which was probably
at its end point (this trench
is visible in the camp habitat
image earlier). The trenches
with the best shows were
associated with well-shaded
deep leaf litter and mallee or
sheoaks. The infill of most of
the mole tunnels, particularly
from the shallow near-swale
trench, yielded about 15
Itjari-itjari scats which will
be analysed to provide diet
information.
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moths and ghost moths) in their trunks and basal roots from their
2nd year on.
A study of Kaluti ecology (and therefore Maku availability) might
provide additional understandings of traditional Anangu land
management and traditional agricultural practices (including fire)
and of their traditional (now mostly of the past) life in this region.
We set up four accessible photopoint monitoring sites in four
different areas burnt respectively in successive years from 2012 to
2015. It should be noted that natural fires at any site in these sandy
areas only very rarely re-occur after less than five years. They are
appropriately labelled as DPb2012.1, DPb2013.1, DPb2014.1,
and DPb2015.1 (DP for Desert Poplar, b for burnt, the year of the
burn, and the site number for that burn year). In previous years
we took photographs of the seedling and juvenile stages of Kaluti
(Desert Poplar) and here present a comprehensive set of images of
the age stages.
The high resolution drone video imagery at the four Kaluti
photopoints taken in 2017 is very detailed. The imagery protocol
is detailed in a separate report which includes many drone single
images.

Para (Marble Gum) studies
Photopoints
Four photopoints were retaken, namely WIPP2A,
WIPP2B, WIPP2C, and
WIPP13A. Drone protocol
imagery was also taken at
each site (see earlier section).
Kaluti (Desert Poplar
Codonocarpus continifolius)
growth study and imagery
We set up a new study of
the life of the widespread
and distinctive Kaluti
(Desert Poplar). It is locally
abundant and usually
dominant in the 1 to 5 years
after a fire but declines
rapidly from its 4th year and
is only evident as fallen and
dried-off fragmenting wood
beyond its 7th year. Most
plants have a high number of
maku (edible grubs of cossid

Wyola Mallee
Occurrences
Last year’s work (2016) raised the number of known occurrences
of Wyola Mallee to 29, and this year we found a 30th by the
conventional means of spotting the characteristic leaves and
branching from a moving vehicle. Many of these occurrences
are better thought of as track intercepts, because that was how
they were found. Some of them probably represent detections of
elongated stands along swales that are crossed at intervals of 3
to 10 km by the parallel NNW to SSE seismic exploration access
tracks.
Drone studies
This year the drone provided a new and powerful tool for
detecting and studying Wyola Mallee (see earlier outline of
drone technique development and separate report). In addition
to checking the extent of the new patch and also the first known
patch just east of the Cross Road (1.1km on N side and 2.2km on
S side of main road respectively) we also explored the extent and
nature of the second known patch along the Rig Road. Most of
this second patch was burnt in 2015, so we took the opportunity
to determine the most effective methods for drone imaging the
smaller juvenile plants as well as the much larger basal epicormic
regrowth.
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In conclusion
We made many significant findings, developed new monitoring
techniques and experienced first-hand the awesome diversity and
amazing life strategies of the plants and animals we encountered.
Not seeing Wipu Wara was a minor disappointment.
Thanks again to the Maralinga Tjarutja Elders and Community
members.

Birds
The noteworthy birds we saw included:
•
Many Scarlet-chested Parrots. Seen in small groups of
between 2 and 5 birds in most places.
•
Two Pink Cockatoos. Seen together along the Airport Track.
•
Four Kipara (Australian Bustards). Seen flying off from
relatively open ground the near the main road west of Oak
Valley when disturbed by the mobile vehicle. Three separate
lots of individual tracks were also seen along the Airport
Track and the Para Road.
•
Three Little Black Cormorants. They roosted in a tall Para
close to our camp in the evening of 1.9.2017 and were
photographed (see above) while circling several times
overhead in the early morning of 2.9.2017. They then flew off
to the south east.
•
A nesting pair of the Australian Hobby. One of them was
photographed close to Pedinga Shed Tank in the early and
cold morning of 8.9.2017. They had built their nest in an
upper vertical branch of a tall mallee eucalypt and they were
interacting, but were not yet brooding or tending chicks.

Thanks to Adelaide and Ceduna DEWNR staff Adam Wood,
Robbie Sleep and Brett Backhouse for their assistance, advice and
support. Thanks to Chris Lane for providing us with initial handson experience with drone flying and subsequent guidance with
monitoring methods and software. Thanks also to Jan Forrest for
taking care of the essential pre-and post- trip administrative work.
We all thoroughly enjoyed the time we were able to spend in
Maralinga Tjarutja.
With good wishes, in peace and harmony.
Harald Ehmann
Extracted from Harald Ehmann’s report by Jan Forrest

Reptiles
The noteworthy reptiles we saw included:
•
Nyiri or Thorny Devil (Moloch horridus). Several widespread
sightings were made, including courting activity. The pair
below was photographed on 2.9.2017.
•
Western Bearded Dragon (Pogona minor). About six females
were seen digging nesting chambers into the slight mid ridge
and wheel rut depression edges along a 2km stretch of the
main road about 10km west of Oak Valley. A gravid female
was seen on an open sandy mound (see below).
•
Smooth Knob-tailed Gecko (Nephrurus laevissimus). Dozens
were seen active during two 500m track walks and while
driving one evening on the three warm nights we had. Both
genders and all age classes were out on loose and drifting
sand, from last season’s hatchlings to large adults.
•
Three-lined Knob-tailed Gecko (Nephrurus levis). Three
adult individuals were seen active on harder sandy swale soil
along the track near and through the camp.
•
Crested Bicycle Dragon (Ctenophorus cristatus). Many were
seen active during sunny and warmer days in primarily sandy
areas both on and near dunes.

Photos this column: Geoff Rishworth.
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presents

a PUBLIC TALKS PROGRAM for 2018
Butterfly Conservation
South Australia Inc.

www.butterflygardening.net.au

presents

a PUBLIC TALKS
PROGRAM for 2018
On the first Tuesday of the month March to
November at 6.15pm for a prompt 6.30pm start.
At the Clarence Park Community Centre
72-74 East Avenue, Black Forest.
Bus route W91/W90: stop 10.
Noarlunga Train service: Clarence Park Station.
Glenelg Tram: Forestville stop 4, 9min walk south.
Entry by donation (minimum of $2).
Bookings not required
Please bring supper to share, tea/coffee will be supplied.
Meetings should conclude by 8.30pm.
At the start of each meeting a ten minute
presentation on a ‘Butterfly of the Month’
will be given by a BCSA committee member.
In the case of an advertised speaker not being available,
a speaker of similar interest will replace that advertised.
Photo LFHunt. Bitter-bush blue butterfly Theclinesthes albocincta

BUTTERFLY CONSERVATION SA INC.

c/- South Australian Museum, North Terrace, ADELAIDE
For further information contact: Jan Forrest 8297 8230
Annual membership: $10 per year. If a hardcopy of the newsletter
is requested, add a surcharge of $10 for postage. Life Membership
$200.
Website: www.butterflyconservationsa.net.au

Resources for sale:
Book ‘Attracting butterflies to your garden, what to grow
and conserve in the Adelaide region’ (2nd edition). RRP
$29.95
At the talks program or on-line - $25ea and $20 for members

(one only at this price).
Books, spider posters and plant tags are available at the online
shop: www.butterflyconservationsa.net.au/shop.

6th March: Bitterbush-blue Butterfly Recovery Plan. Dr Richard
Glatz will discuss a recent survey of the Bitterbush blue butterfly covering Parham-Gawler (and KI), including the discovery of
new colonies. Following this talk members are invited to attend
an excursion to Torrens Island and other sites. See newsletter.
3rd April: Using hoverflies to understand how the nervous
system codes visual information. Despite being equipped with
low-resolution eyes and tiny brains, many insects show exquisite
abilities to detect and use visual information. Hoverflies are not
only interesting for their visual behavior, but are also one of our
most important wild pollinators. Presented by Assoc. Prof. Karin
Nordström.
1st May: Know and understand mosquito ecology to regain
your sanity. How did a small fly evolve to become the scourge
of humanity? Are there some simple truths that will help us
understand it’s evolved strategies? Presented by Dr. Michael
Kokkinn, School of Pharmacy and Medical Sciences, University of
South Australia.
5th June: The Great Victoria Desert. Although the largest desert in
South Australia many people do not know where it is, and few have
visited. Jan Forrest OAM will show stunning images of the flora and
fauna of this little known SA destination and discuss projects carried out by members of the GVD Friends group, including vegetation monitoring using a drone and monitoring quandong trees for
camel damage.
BUTTERFLY CONSERVATION SA INC.
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No. 56: October, 2015

EXCURSION TO MILANG

On 16th July this year an intrepid group of 24 members ventured to
Milang to, hopefully, see a gathering of Wanderer butterflies over
wintering on the shores of Lake Alexandrina.

We were not disappointed. While there were not the large numbers
reported in June, it was good to see at least some butterflies and marvel at how they can survive a cold winter in this very windy place.
When the sun came out, suddenly we were able to see the butterflies
more clearly as they opened their wings.
Thanks go to Jill Davy for organising this excursion at fairly short
notice. Apologies to those not on email who did not receive the
notice of this excursion. For logistical reasons, it is only possible to
send emails about such events.
On this - if you do have email but choose to pay for your newsletter to be mailed but would like to receive the occasional notice of
‘events and happenings’ then please provide your email address to
membership
officer John
Wilson and he will
mark it ‘for notices
only’ and your
newsletter will still
be posted.
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BUTTERFLY CONSERVATION SA. INC. Membership enquiries: info@butterflygardening.net.au
Membership payments ($20pa - less 50% discount for email membership): to Treasurer: C/- South Australian Museum, North Terrace,
ADELAIDE. 5000. Cheques to be made out to: Butterfly Conservation SA Inc.
Direct Debit details:BSB633000 Account No:152785838 Bank: Bendigo Bank. Account Name: Butterfly Conservation SA Inc.
Please email Treasurer if paying by direct debit: info@butterflygardening.net.au (Attention Treasurer).
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3rd July: The story of Ants. Rodney Hutchinson will provide a
fascinating insight in the life history of ants including their symbiotic relationship with Lycaenid butterflies and how the little
known dinosaur ant, Notomyrmecia macrops was discovered.
7th August: Ediacrara. Affiliate Professor Dr Jim Gehling AO
will discuss his research into the oldest known animal fossils,
the South Australian Ediacara and Emu Bay Biota. This includes
the spectacular rocks and fossils of the Flinders Ranges and
Kangaroo Island and extends to working on fossil-bearing strata
of the same age in Canada, the USA, the UK, China and Namibia.
4th September: 6.30pm BCSA AGM 7.00pm Public Talk How the
Afghan camaleers shaped our state. Historian Pamela Rajkowski
OAM will trace the early routes of the Afghan cameleers in
South Australia and how they shaped our economy.
2nd October: “The importance of symbiotic relationships
between flowers, insects and microbes for pollination and
development.” Dr Miguel de Barros Lopez will present the latest
findings in this rapidly changing field, from the importance of
gut microbes for insect metamorphosis to the role of yeast in
pollination.
6th November: ‘Creating a butterfly garden’ Member Roz
Daniell and partner have created a beautiful
butterfly garden at Forrestville and is now
creating a ‘rain garden’ in the street. Find out
their process and progress as well as their tricks
and hints for going about it.
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT EVENT AT MORIALTA CONSERVATION PARK FOURTH CREEK
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On 8th April 2018. This half day (3 hours) event will have a be based in or near the Morialta Resource Centre and will take the format
of a MiniBlitz. Times still to be advised. A number of surveys are planned guided by a local expert and supported with a Friends
member noting the species located, capturing photographs etc. Additional community engagement events will take place to connect
community back to nature and encourage people to attend.
Put the date in your diary and enjoy meeting community members, friends members and members of the community. We will send
further details on times when they are available.

for information on BioBlitzes generally go to : https://enwikipedia.org./wiki/BioBlitz.

HAVE YOU SEEN THESE BUTTERFLIES?
Butterfly Conservation SA Inc. in collaboration with the Discovery Centre at the South Australian Museum
recently launched a project for community members to record occurrances of two butterfly species.
The Chequered Copper butterfly Lucia limbaria although not rare in other parts of Australia had not
been seen on the Adelaide plains for 70 years when it was discovered in the former Victoria Park
Racecourse and subsequently in the south Parklands. The caterpillar feeds on the native sorrel Oxalis
perennans and has a symbiotic relationship iwth ants. It has been sighted at Para Hills and Hackham
recently however BCSA is interested in knowing how widespread the species is on the Adelaide plains.
The Tailed Emperor butterfly Polyura sempronius came to Soth Australia from the eastern states early in
the 1970’s. The caterpillar feeds on interstate trees. It appears to be established in the Unley, Parkside
area and has recently been seen near the Adelaide University. Again BCSA
is keen to know how widespread this species is in Adelaide.
Contact: the Discovery Centre at the South Australian Museum if you
see either of these butterflies with location, date, time and any other
information. For further information go to: www.butterflyconservationsa.
net.au website for fact sheets on these two species.

Top right: Chequered Copper butterfly adult underside.  Photo:
LFHunt Above left: Tailed Emperor caterpillar and right adult
underside. Photos: LFHunt and RHFisher

DIARY DATES

MEETINGS

NEXT GENERAL MEETING: and ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING: Our next meeting will be at 7:30 pm on Friday
2nd February at the Sports SA Industry Skills Centre on Military Rd at West Beach (across the road from the West Beach
Caravan park). All members and prospective members are welcome. The agenda will be available before the meeting in the
member’s area of the website http://www.communitywebs.org/fgvd/
2018 MEETING DATES: Friday 1st June and Friday 2nd November at the Sports SA Industry Skills Centre as above.

2018 FIELD TRIPS:

Geoff Rishworth/Harald Ehmann proposal: Assumed similar format to that of 2017. Proposed that members come for the
first two weeks or the second two weeks.
Location: MT Lands with two main camp sites.
Projects: Marble Gum, Wyola Mallee, Marsupial Mole, Long-tailed Parrots & Bird and reptile studies.
Science Leader Harald Ehmann
Trip Leader Geoff Rishworth. Ph: 03 9749 8231 Mob: 0438 045791 Email: c7753540@bigpond.com
Peter Wilson proposal: Location: MT Lands. Vokes Hill Track and BMR (Rodinia track. East/West Business Road.
Projects: monitor and record damage to Quandong trees caused by Camels. Locate and map Buffel grass and Wards Weed
infestations.
Trip Leader Peter Wilson: Ph: 83395937 mob: 0457913916 email petwil@adam.com.au
Expression of interest are sought for further trips or projects.
Please contact President Jan Forrest OAM or Secretary Neill Matthews OAM

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Jan Forrest OAM

Peter Wilson

President

Vice President

president@fgvd.org.au

Neil Matthews OAM Secretary secretary@fgvd.org.au
Peter Facy
Treasurer
treasurer@fgvd.org.au
vacant
          Logistics officer

WEB LINKS
DEH information on Mamungari Conservation Park:
http://www.parks.sa.gov.au/mamungari/index.htm
Friends of Great Victoria Desert:
http:// www.communitywebs.org/fgvd/

